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TCSJOHNHUXLEY Debuts New Range of Dealer-Assist Tables

TCSJOHNHUXLEY has been manufacturing and supplying live gaming equipment for 45 years and is
world renowned for developing and producing live gaming products that have become industry
benchmarks and can be seen in literally thousands of casinos across the globe.
Our strategy to continually innovate and develop products, not only include our latest leading-edge
technology offerings but also traditional ranges, puts us ahead of our competitors and our customers
ahead of theirs. ICE 2018 sees a range of tables showcased that have been developed to include a
whole host of features that assist dealers and operators, both ergonomically and operationally, fusing
together tradition and technology seamlessly.
Working in partnership with customers, TCSJOHNHUXLEY embarked on extensive research including
several workshops with dealers and gaming floor staff to understand some of the operational
challenges they face with regards to table design. The first phase of these solutions includes tables with
large storage areas that incorporate specially created spaces for float tray covers - previously always
seen being resisted against or under tables. Innovative slide out storage areas under the table
maximize storage and hardware technology requirements, providing well defined areas for data and
power.
Dealers come in all shapes and sizes, so tables need to be generic to cater for everyone. In the past
shorter dealers have struggled with the height of the playing surface or used bulky platforms which
needed to be removed and stored when a taller dealer started a game. The new designs come with a
slick pull out step integrated in the base, and part of the design, both functional and beautiful.
Players have been catered for too, with integrated wireless phone charging points as well as USB
points. Solid surface drinks / chip rails provide increased durability, but also allow table layouts to be
changed quickly and easily without the need to remove armrests, as they surround the circumference of
some tables, leaving just the playing area as a removable insert.
Two new table styles were launched at the show, the stunning classically designed – Deco featuring
exquisite veneers and rose gold finishes, and the more contemporary, clean lines of Clarity which
feature LED modesty panels which can incorporate logos or themes.
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